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Motivations: improve forecasts and quantify their uncertainty.

Adjoint-Based Estimation of 
Eddy-Induced Tracer Mixing 

Parameters in the Global Ocean. 
Liu, Köhl, Stammer. 2012

§ Approach: identify and understand model errors using state estimation.

§ Observations are compared to state estimates to generate realizations of errors.

§ Example: using assimilation to remove model parameterization biases



Error Identification
§ Have incomplete observations
§ Possible approach:

§ Guess the structure
§ Make a model for it with free parameters
§ Fit parameters using DA
§ Evaluate the fit
§ Discard or improve the model
§ Repeat

Error can be from:
§ Initial condition errors due to 

observational/engineering/mapping
§ Amplification of initial condition 

errors by flow instabilities
§ Earth system model approximations 

and parameterizations

Geoid commission error on height anomalies 
[cm] implied by EGM2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012)

Example: using assimilation to 
remove bias in data



Example: using assimilation to remove bias in data
Regional state estimation to determine dynamic ocean topography (DOT)
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The California Current System state estimate (Iteration 
186). It is available for 2007 – 2010 at 
http://sose.ucsd.edu/CASE. The 2000m bathymetric 
contour and CalCOFI line 75 in white. 
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Hypothesis: we can solve for 
DOT and the geoid error 

simultaneously using the adjoint 
method to minimize 

J = (SSH − DOT − (geoid + F) )-2

Error can be from:
§ Initial condition errors due to 

observational/engineering/mapping
§ Amplification of initial condition 

errors by flow instabilities
§ Earth system model approximations 

and parameterizations



Objectively mapped geoid 
correction field in cm :

Bathymetry is contoured in black with a 1000m contour interval. 

Tested correction field:
• Cannot be explained 

by circulation errors 
(i.e. model errors)

• Reduced residual to 
AVISO (ie an 
alternative DOT 
estimate)

• Reduced residuals 
with independent 
altimeters and Jason 
at different times
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Improving the geoid: 
Combining altimetry and 

mean dynamic topography in 
the California coastal ocean

Mazloff et al 2014

Time mean residual to Jason 1 & 2: 
< r > =  < SSH – DOT – EGM2008 >



Error Identification
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Hypothesis: we can solve for DOT and 
the error simultaneously using the adjoint 

method to minimize 
J = (SSH − DOT − (geoid + F) )-2

§ Have incomplete observations
§ Possible approach:

§ Guess the structure
§ Make a model for it with free parameters
§ Fit parameters using DA
§ Evaluate the fit
§ Discard or improve the model
§ Repeat

Error can be from:
§ Initial condition errors due to 

observational/engineering/mapping
§ Amplification of initial condition errors 

by flow instabilities
§ Earth system model approximations 

and parameterizations

Assimilation can identify 
and remove bias in data



Sources of error
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2.1. Physical and BGC Model Configuration

We use two model configurations, one at 1/3° and another at 1/12° zonal resolution that are identical to 
those in Swierczek et al. (2021). Meridional spacing is chosen to maintain ∆x = ∆y. This corresponds to cell 
widths of 32 km at the northern boundary and 19 km at the southern boundary for the 1/3° model, and 8 
and 5 km for the 1/12° respectively. The 1/3° (1/12°) model has 52 (104) vertical levels that vary in height 
from 4.2 to 400 m (2.1–200 m), with 33 (66) levels in the upper 750 m. The domain extends from 70°W to 
8°W and from 60°S to 30°S and includes a 1° /restoring layer along each lateral boundary. Model time-step-
ping is achieved with a third order Adams-Bashforth scheme that features implicit vertical diffusion and 
viscosity, a nonlinear free surface, exact volume conservation, and z* time-varying vertical coordinates of 
Adcroft and Campin (2004). Bathymetry is derived from ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009; NOAA Na-
tional Geophysical Data Center, 2009). We use 30-min time steps in the 1/3° model and 2 min in the 1/12°. 
Parameterizations of mixed layer and viscosity are implemented using the GGL90 (Gaspar et al., 1990) and 
modified Leith schemes (Adcroft et al., 2011), respectively.

Open ocean boundary and initial conditions for the two models are provided by the BGC Southern Ocean 
State Estimate (BSOSE (Verdy & Mazloff, 2017)), a data assimilation ocean–sea ice coupled product that 
gives a 1/6° solution of the Southern Ocean for the period 2013–2018. We use monthly fields from itera-
tion 122 of BSOSE for lateral forcing of both physical and BGC fields. ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change 
Service (C3S),  2017; Hersbach et  al.,  2020) atmospheric reanalysis provides hourly surface forcing. The 
Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiments (CORE) Corrected Normal Year Forcing Version 2.0 da-
tasets (available at https://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov/nomads/forms/core/COREv2/CNYF_v2.html) (Large & 
Yeager, 2009) give monthly river runoff estimates. Our models do not feature sea ice, tides, or mesoscale 
eddy parameterizations.

N-BLING (Galbraith et al.,  2010) is a BGC model of intermediate complexity for the ocean that is cou-
pled with the MITgcm. Section 2.2 of Verdy and Mazloff (2017) provides a schematic and description for 
N-BLING. We use atmospheric pCO2 estimates from the Cape Grim station (obtained from http://www.
csiro.au/greenhouse-gases). Both physical and BGC model parameters can be found both in Swierczek 
et al. (2021) and in the repository reference in the Code Availability section.

Figure 1. Bathymetry of Argentine Basin and surrounding area with model domain outlined in white, and large and 
small wind stress anomaly areas outlined in black. 1,000-m contours are shown. The large wind stress anomaly area 
covers where the Malvinas Current branches off from the Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC) (55° W, 55° S) and the 
Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (55° W, 38° S), both turbulent areas, while the small perturbation is selected away from 
those areas.
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Investigating Predictability of DIC and 
SST in the Argentine Basin Through 

Wind Stress Perturbation Experiments
Swierczek et al, 2021

Forecast errors due to amplification of IC errors by flow instabilities.
§ What skill can be achieved for what lead times? 
§ May be addressed by increasing or reallocating observations, which requires 

understanding their structure. What and where to observe to maximize predictability?
§ Can we control/damp the chaotic behavior and then parameterize the impact?
§ Can we derive a nudging in the form of a                                                

parameterization of the chaotic processes?



Sources of error: Forecast errors due to amplification of IC errors by flow instabilities.
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the “real ocean.” Figure 4c shows the results of this calculation, and suggests the 1/3° model can explain at 
least 50% of the variance of the ‘real ocean’ for about 8 days. We include the skill of the initial 1/12° state 
used as a persistence forecast.

We perform the same RMS and skill calculations and create additional plots (all in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) for different combinations of variables and seasons. Surface T and DIC for winter (Figures S4 in 
Supporting Information S1), upper 100 m T and DIC for summer (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) 
and winter (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1), surface dissolved oxygen (DO) and chlorophyll for 
summer (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and winter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1), 
and upper 100 m DO and chlorophyll for summer (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) and winter 
(Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1) are included. Based on these plots, we can conclude the following: 
(a) T, DIC, DO, and chlorophyll are more sensitive to wind stress perturbations at the surface in summer 
than in winter (see Figure 4, and S4, S6, and S8 in Supporting Information S1). In summer each responds 

Figure 4. The root mean square (RMS) magnitude of the summer (a) SST and (b) surface DIC responses to the large 
and small wind anomalies plotted against time. The bold colors show the large area responses and the pale colors show 
the small area responses. The blue colors represent the 1/3° models and the red represent the 1/3° models. The 1/3° 
models' response decays for longer times than the 1/12° models for both experiments. While the RMS is smaller for the 
small area wind anomaly response, that RMS stops decaying and begins to increase sooner than the response of the 
large area anomaly response. (c) Forecast skill of the 1/3° model with respect to the 1/12° model. The 1/3° model is able 
to account for at least 50% of the variance for about 8 days.
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the “real ocean.” Figure 4c shows the results of this calculation, and suggests the 1/3° model can explain at 
least 50% of the variance of the ‘real ocean’ for about 8 days. We include the skill of the initial 1/12° state 
used as a persistence forecast.

We perform the same RMS and skill calculations and create additional plots (all in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) for different combinations of variables and seasons. Surface T and DIC for winter (Figures S4 in 
Supporting Information S1), upper 100 m T and DIC for summer (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) 
and winter (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1), surface dissolved oxygen (DO) and chlorophyll for 
summer (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and winter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1), 
and upper 100 m DO and chlorophyll for summer (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) and winter 
(Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1) are included. Based on these plots, we can conclude the following: 
(a) T, DIC, DO, and chlorophyll are more sensitive to wind stress perturbations at the surface in summer 
than in winter (see Figure 4, and S4, S6, and S8 in Supporting Information S1). In summer each responds 

Figure 4. The root mean square (RMS) magnitude of the summer (a) SST and (b) surface DIC responses to the large 
and small wind anomalies plotted against time. The bold colors show the large area responses and the pale colors show 
the small area responses. The blue colors represent the 1/3° models and the red represent the 1/3° models. The 1/3° 
models' response decays for longer times than the 1/12° models for both experiments. While the RMS is smaller for the 
small area wind anomaly response, that RMS stops decaying and begins to increase sooner than the response of the 
large area anomaly response. (c) Forecast skill of the 1/3° model with respect to the 1/12° model. The 1/3° model is able 
to account for at least 50% of the variance for about 8 days.
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1/3 model loss of predictability about 7 weeks 

1/12 model loss of predictability about 3 weeks
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the “real ocean.” Figure 4c shows the results of this calculation, and suggests the 1/3° model can explain at 
least 50% of the variance of the ‘real ocean’ for about 8 days. We include the skill of the initial 1/12° state 
used as a persistence forecast.

We perform the same RMS and skill calculations and create additional plots (all in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) for different combinations of variables and seasons. Surface T and DIC for winter (Figures S4 in 
Supporting Information S1), upper 100 m T and DIC for summer (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) 
and winter (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1), surface dissolved oxygen (DO) and chlorophyll for 
summer (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and winter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1), 
and upper 100 m DO and chlorophyll for summer (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) and winter 
(Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1) are included. Based on these plots, we can conclude the following: 
(a) T, DIC, DO, and chlorophyll are more sensitive to wind stress perturbations at the surface in summer 
than in winter (see Figure 4, and S4, S6, and S8 in Supporting Information S1). In summer each responds 

Figure 4. The root mean square (RMS) magnitude of the summer (a) SST and (b) surface DIC responses to the large 
and small wind anomalies plotted against time. The bold colors show the large area responses and the pale colors show 
the small area responses. The blue colors represent the 1/3° models and the red represent the 1/3° models. The 1/3° 
models' response decays for longer times than the 1/12° models for both experiments. While the RMS is smaller for the 
small area wind anomaly response, that RMS stops decaying and begins to increase sooner than the response of the 
large area anomaly response. (c) Forecast skill of the 1/3° model with respect to the 1/12° model. The 1/3° model is able 
to account for at least 50% of the variance for about 8 days.
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Sources of error: Forecast errors due to amplification of IC errors by flow instabilities.
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the “real ocean.” Figure 4c shows the results of this calculation, and suggests the 1/3° model can explain at 
least 50% of the variance of the ‘real ocean’ for about 8 days. We include the skill of the initial 1/12° state 
used as a persistence forecast.

We perform the same RMS and skill calculations and create additional plots (all in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) for different combinations of variables and seasons. Surface T and DIC for winter (Figures S4 in 
Supporting Information S1), upper 100 m T and DIC for summer (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) 
and winter (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1), surface dissolved oxygen (DO) and chlorophyll for 
summer (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1) and winter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1), 
and upper 100 m DO and chlorophyll for summer (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) and winter 
(Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1) are included. Based on these plots, we can conclude the following: 
(a) T, DIC, DO, and chlorophyll are more sensitive to wind stress perturbations at the surface in summer 
than in winter (see Figure 4, and S4, S6, and S8 in Supporting Information S1). In summer each responds 

Figure 4. The root mean square (RMS) magnitude of the summer (a) SST and (b) surface DIC responses to the large 
and small wind anomalies plotted against time. The bold colors show the large area responses and the pale colors show 
the small area responses. The blue colors represent the 1/3° models and the red represent the 1/3° models. The 1/3° 
models' response decays for longer times than the 1/12° models for both experiments. While the RMS is smaller for the 
small area wind anomaly response, that RMS stops decaying and begins to increase sooner than the response of the 
large area anomaly response. (c) Forecast skill of the 1/3° model with respect to the 1/12° model. The 1/3° model is able 
to account for at least 50% of the variance for about 8 days.
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• The 1/3 is more predictable. 
• But the 1/3° model response is only consistent with the 1/12° model for about 8 days calling 

into question the potential predictive skill of the coarser model at longer lead times. 

Fraction of variance explained of 1/12 response by 1/3 model

1/3 can explain >50% of variance for about 8 days

Can we derive a nudging in the form of a parameterization of the chaotic processes?

Sources of error: Forecast errors due to amplification of IC errors by flow instabilities.



sources of error
§ Forecast errors due to model errors from approximations and parameterizations.

§ We have an idea of where  to look for these errors: boundary layers.
§ Located at fronts, topography, interfaces (especially air/sea/ice), other places?

Example opportunity:  The EquatorMix process study occurred Oct 6 to Nov 3, 2012 
while a tropical instability wave past through. 
Observations: Fast-CTD, Doppler Sonar, Extended meteorological sensors from UAVs
What are the processes important for upwelling and how well can we model them?



§ #2 Forecast errors due to model errors.
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Workplan: assimilate these data in both a 1/6 large domain TPOSE, and in a nested 1/24 domain.

Can we reproduce the evolving T, S, and flux observations from EquatorMix?





Can we reproduce the evolving T, S, and flux observations from EquatorMix?
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Regional MITgcm-WRF-WW3
§ We are developing a regional coupled modeling and assimilation system that will 

include both strongly and weakly coupled ocean-atmosphere state estimation with 
EAKF and weakly coupled with 4DVar.

§ Why develop a new model?  Assimilation, process experiment needs, control over 
the development, a focus on processes (eg ocean surface wave effects.)



Power of coupled framework for validation

Total ice areaNSIDC obs in red

• Sea ice area is well observed and integrates fluxes
• S2S forecasts grow Southern Hemisphere sea ice too rapidly

We tried many perturbation experiments in our coupled model. Two ways to bring sea ice 
growth rate into consistency with obs:
1. Change the bulk grid cell temperature                                                                        

when ice freezes 
2. Increase downward longwave (DLW)

radiation by ~50 Wm-2

Obs can inform error causal mechanisms 
& show reanalysis do underestimate DLW

OOI
ERAI
ERA5
NCEP

W
m
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DLW at OOI Southern Ocean mooring

Cerovečki et al 2022 ERL



Papers using our regional SKRIPS model
§ Polar work:

§ Conservation of heat and mass in P-SKRIPS version 1: the coupled atmosphere-ice-ocean model of 
the Ross Sea.

§ Impact of downward longwave radiative deficits on Antarctic sea-ice extent predictability during the 
sea ice growth period

§ Surface waves:

§ Waves in SKRIPS: WaveWatch III coupling implementation and a case study of cyclone Mekunu

§ Focusing and defocusing of tropical cyclone generated waves by ocean current refraction

§ Coupled forecasting: 
§ The role of air–sea interactions in atmospheric rivers: Case studies using the SKRIPS regional 

coupled model

§ SKRIPS v1. 0: a regional coupled ocean–atmosphere modeling framework (MITgcm–WRF) using 
ESMF/NUOPC, description and preliminary results for the Red Sea

§ Assimilation papers in development, including BGC assimilation



BGC-Argo is rapidly expanding, and beginning to provide sufficient coverage of in situ 
observations to justify a DA effort. The carbon observing system is becoming mature!



BGC model component is relatively computationally expensive
Adding N-BLING (evolved from Glabraith et al. 2010) adds 9 prognostic tracers 

But there is great cause for optimism in BGC assimilation:
• BGC DA works very well! Minimal increase to the overall nonlinearity of the system.
• BGC is a strong constraint on the physical system, so great added value to ESM!

pCO2

pH

Fe

ALK

DIC phytoplankton  
community production

carbon system

chlBlg Bsm DOP

O2

NO3PO4

light temperature

scavenging

sediments

dust

remineralization

air-sea flux air-sea flux

DON

Bdia

phytoplankton
(chl)

All                     and                     variables are estimated. Can be constrained 
to observations, and this information can propagate through the system via DA

prognostic diagnostic 

“N-bling”



Discussion 
§ Errors come from model inputs (e.g. ICs), which may be be amplified by flow 

instabilities, and from the model approximations and parameterizations

§ Assimilation should be a good way to find errors, but the model error covariance is 
the key problem hindering identification of error sources. 

§ Short-term regional assimilation allows high resolution and may be a useful tool 
for identifying errors and studying how to mitigate or resolve them. 

§ Regional process experiments can inform climate model parameterizations, and 
lead to new stochastic parameterizations based on the observed physics.

§ We are working on regional process experiments using the DA as a data analysis 
tool for testing new ideas, formulating parameterizations and transport models 
and estimating the parameters. 

§ Can we control/damp the chaotic behavior and then parameterize the impact?


